
The Flying Nail

(prior to reading it, the attached bar map should also be open)

It was September 29 ABY. The entire Lambda squadron was returning from a cargo run.
As they landed on the Hammer’s Hangar, Howler made a drinking gesture and pointed
towards the hangar exit. Everyone nodded in agreement. Dillshize was coming down the
ramp of the Lambda shuttle holding a big fish on his right shoulder. Solohan started to run
towards the exit first, but was soon overtaken by a marching Wookie and the RedBaron.
Before long he was lacking behind everyone. Corran Shub was holding a piece of paper and
writing up some notes while walking. Maverick - who never took his sunglasses off - was
following up behind him, exchanging a joke with Konig. Meanwhile, Physics and Slade
signalled Genie that they’d stay behind to check the shuttle engine. To them, the engines of
the shuttles and their starfighters was their bar. Genie and Xye were discussing something in
a relatively low voice. Everyone was in a joyful mood.

As they reached the entrance of the Flying Nail, they were greeted by a waiter, his name
was Granther. He gestured for them to step right in. Walking past the main corridor and into
the bar area, they searched for a place to sit. Dillshize (a Devalorian) was already sitting at a
corner couch. He waved at them, while holding a pint of Imperial Stout in his left hand, and
another full pint was already resting on the table. “How did he get there already?” Genie
wondered to himself for a second.

BE-37 was standing behind the northern bar. Xye gestured to him for a dozen more imperial
stouts. As they all sat down, gathered around the table, you could see across the room,
Witcher and Witchblade were playing darts. Doyon, Gustan and Aaron Cremel were walking
past them into the lounge area. The TV was on, showing some Svaper Wrestling,
pre-recorded and transmitted all the way from the Rodia system. Ambient light lit up the
entire bar area.

The central bar stage was recently repurposed as a wrestling ring. PowerPaladin and the
Black Ranger were tag-teaming against Sam Arsio and Ilios. Several pilots from Alpha, Beta,
Delta and Epsilon were gathered around, shouting and holding Imperial Credits in their
hands. Several waiters including Granther were walking around attending to the pilots thirst.
In PowerPaladin and Ranger’s corner stood Highlander, with a towel over his left shoulder. In
Sam and Ilios’ corner Alejandro was leaning against the corner pole and chatting with Andr3.

Phoenix was sitting with Plif in the south east corner of the bar area. Despite some of the
high command being there, everyone seemed oblivious to it and quite relaxed.

Granther brought the drinks over to Lambda’s table. As everyone raised their pints, a scream
could be heard coming from the bar entrance. “Where is he!?” “Where is that scoundrel?”
CptCronch’s wife, Electra, was walking with her legs and shoulders quite well spread out,
looking left and right armed with an angry expression on her face, scanning every corner of
the bar. Bartender BE-37 calmly pushed a tiny red button hidden underneath the bar.



A flashing red light started beaming over at Aviator’s Joy, chamber #3. CptCronch raised his
head out of the bedsheets in panic. He grabbed his clothes and boots and made a run for
the emergency exit.

Phoenix stood up and tried to approach Cronch’s wife. Electra just pushed past him and
made her way to the lounge area. “I know he is here damn it!” “Where is he!?” Phoenix
turned towards her, “Madam, I suggest you page him on his mobile”. “I did that already, his
phone is turned off”, she bellowed. “Well, it looks like he’s not here”, replied Phoenix.

Electra turned around and run all the way back to the bar and out the main entrance. When
she was well-gone, Plif turned to Phoenix, “Why do you always cover for them?”


